The spontaneous magnetization in Chern-Simons QED 3 is discussed in a finite temperature system. The thermodynamical potential is analyzed within the weak field approximation and in the fermion massless limit. We find that there is a linear term with respect to the magnetic field with a negative coefficient at any finite temperature. This implies that the spontaneous magnetic field does not vanish even at high temperature. In addition, we examine the photon spectrum in the system. We find that the bare Chern-Simons coefficient is cancelled by the radiative effects. The photons then become topologically massless according to the magnetization, though they are massive by finite temperature effects. Thus the magnetic field is a long-range force without the screening even at high temperature. 
Introduction
The 2+1 dimensional gauge field theories with Chern-Simons (C-S) term have had a lot of motivation to study. In addition to their own theoretical interests, they are expected to describe the physics of the planar systems like the quantum Hall effect [1, 2] and the high T C superconductivity [3] . Many interesting and remarkable properties of these theories have been found in past a decade, such as their chiral dynamics [4, 5] , the spontaneous parity violation by radiatively induced C-S terms [6] . A few years ago, it was also found that in a model of three dimensional quantum electrodynamics (QED 3 ) with a bare C-S term the spontaneous magnetic field can be stable by the fermion loop effects, which eventually triggers the dynamical Lorentz symmetry breaking (Hosotani [7] ). He has calculated the energy densities as a function of the magnetic field B in the fermion one-loop level and showed that the minimum of the energy density can be at B = 0 under a consistency condition for non-zero magnetic fields. It has been found that this condition is also regarded as the sufficient condition for the spontaneous generation of the magnetic field as well [8] . According to the spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking, the physical photon, which is topologically massive in the tree level due to the bare C-S term, becomes massless as a Nambu-Goldstone boson. This mechanism of the spontaneous magnetization has been extended into the cases with massive fermions with non-zero fermion density [9] . Even in the case of no bare C-S term, the spontaneous magnetization can occur by adding heavy fermions because the C-S term induced by them can play the same role as the bare C-S term [10] . The spontaneous magnetic field is expected to be important in the connection with the problem of the fractional quantum Hall effect [2] .
In this paper, the thermodynamic properties of the spontaneous magnetization in QED 3 with a bare C-S term are investigated. Some of the thermodynamic properties of the model without external fields have been studied to some extent in the different contexts so far. The specific heat for different values of the statistical angle is analyzed in ref. [11] . The restoration of the parity at high temperature limit has been discussed in ref. [12] , in which it has been found that the radiatively induced parity violating C-S term vanishes only in the high temperature limit. Our aim here is to examine whether the spontaneous magnetic field, which is dynamically generated at T = 0, vanishes or not in a high temperature region. The model we are studying here is based on ref. [7] , in which all fermions are very light so that a non-zero bare C-S term is needed in the Lagrangian for the magnetization [10] . In the finite temperature system, the energy density is replaced by the thermodynamical potential. The quantum fluctuation of the thermodynamical potential is investigated in the fermion one-loop level here. The coefficient of the linear term with respect to the magnetic field in the potential is calculated as a function of temperature 3 as well as the classical part of the potential. Negative values of the coefficient mean the existence of the spontaneous magnetic field at finite temperature. We find that the coefficient becomes more (negative) large behaving like ∼ − log T in high temperature region. Thus the spontaneous magnetic field does not vanish even at high temperature.
In addition, the spectrum of photons is also investigated in the finite temperature system. At zero temperature, the photons are topologically massive at tree level. The mass amounts to the C-S coefficient. If the magnetization occurs, the bare coefficient of the C-S term is exactly cancelled by the radiative effects [14, 15] , so that the photons becomes massless. Therefore the photons are regarded as the Nambu-Goldstone bosons of the dynamical breakdown of the Lorentz symmetry [7, 8] . On the other hand, at finite temperature, the Lorentz symmetry is explicitly broken by thermal effects. The photons are then no longer massless even if the magnetization occurs. In general, they eventually have the thermal masses [16, 17, 18] . The magnetic part of the field strength, however, become statically massless and the magnetic force is a long-range force without the screening [12] if the topological mass is cancelled out. We find that, in our model with massless fermions, the bare topological mass is completely cancelled by the radiative effects even at finite temperature if the magnetization occurs. This implies that the static mass of magnetic fields vanishes according to the magnetization even at high temperature. This is consistent with the result of the non-vanishing magnetic field by the thermodynamic potential approach. It is also found that in the case of massive fermions the topological mass is cancelled out only in the 'chirally symmetric' cases with massive fermions.
Furthermore we naively realize the reason of the spontaneous magnetiza-tion from the viewpoint of the difference of the free energies of free photons between B = 0 and B = 0, where B is the magnetic field. It is found from rough estimation that the linear |B| term with a negative coefficient appears in the difference. This explains the magnetization at finite temperature to some extent. These characteristics of the magnetization at finite temperature might be interesting in the connection with the physics such as the high T C superconductivity. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some general properties and statistic characteristics of the model will be presented. In Sec 3, the spontaneous magnetization in this model in T = 0 case will be reviewed briefly for a preparation for T = 0 cases in order to clarify the essential point for the magnetization and also to fix some notations. The strategy to extend the investigation to the finite temperature system will be explained then. Sec. 4 will be devoted to the calculation of self-energies of gauge bosons in the one-loop level and the weak-field approximation. In Sec. 5, the results that the spontaneous magnetic field does not vanish will be presented in the fermion massless limit by analyzing the effective potential both analytically and numerically. In Sec. 6, the spectrum of the physical photons will be examined in the finite temperature system. In Sec. 7, the reason why the spontaneous magnetic field does not vanish will be discussed. Also some comments on our results will be in order. In the last section, we will summarize our results. Some definitions, details of derivations and formulas are summarized in Appendices.
Model in Finite Temperature System
We consider the model of QED 3 with a bare Chern-Simons term described by the Lagrangian
where gamma matrices are defined as γ
. There can be two types of photons according to the choice of η a ≡ (i/2)trγ
Since the model (1) has charge conjugation invariance, we can take the electric charges q a to be positive without loss of generality. Also since the transformation m a ↔ −m a is equivalent to η a ↔ −η a , we can consider m a as non-negative. We then call the fermion with η a = ±1 as η ± -fermion, respectively.
Under the existence of a classical magnetic field B ( 0|A µ |0 = −δ µ1 x 2 B), the energy spectrum for the η + fermion takes the form [19] 
where ǫ(x) is the usual sign function, ω a n = m 2 a + 2n/l 2 a and l 
where u 
where we dropped the fermion index a for simplicity, and k = 2πp/L 1 (p:
The solution for η − fermion is obtained by making the transformation (t → −t) from corresponding η + cases. There is an asymmetry between positive and negative energy solutions in the lowest Landau levels. The vacuum expectation value of the total charge is (see eq. (A.2))
where the number of degeneracy is given by N a s = p 1 = |q a B|/2π × d 2 x and we introduced the filling factor ν a ≡ 0|ν a |0 for each fermion ψ a ,
We here consider the completely filled (ν a = 1) or the empty (ν a = 0) cases for zero temperature. From the time component of the equation of motion with the charge, we have a relation d 2 xκB = 0|Q|0 . The consistency condition for B = 0 is then obtained from this relation and eq. (7) as
In this paper, we would like to study this model in the finite temperature system. The partition function for the fermion sector is given by
where β = 1/T and µQ = a µ aQa (see eqs. (A.1) and (A.2)). The total charge Q = a Q a in the finite temperature system is obtained by using (10),
Note that our definition of the chemical potential is a little different from the ordinary one and q a µ a in our notation is normally called the chemical potential in the literature. The condition for B = 0 in the finite temperature system is given from the time component of the equation of motion as κ = Q/(V B), where V is the two-dimensional volume. In the massless limit (m a → 0), this becomes by using eqs. (10) and (11)
The chemical potential µ a is determined as a function of T and B by eq. (12) or by the following relations which are induced from eqs. (9) and (12): and ǫ(µ a ) = 2ǫ(B)η a (ν a − 1/2). The asymptotic behavior of |µ a | is obtained from (13) . We can easily see that |µ a | ≃ ω a 1 /2 = |q a B|/(2q 2 a ) in the low temperature limit (β → ∞). At high temperature, we also see that |µ a | behaves like ∼ β|B|. We show the behavior of the chemical potential as a function of T at some values of B (Figure 1 ). It can be seen in the figure that |µ a | is a monotonously decreasing (increasing) function of T for fixed B > 0 (B < 0) and is also a increasing function of |B| with fixed T . We also find from the relation (13) that for small β 2 |B|,
Note that the non-zero µ a here comes from the asymmetry of the lowest Landau levels. In the case of B = 0, the asymmetry vanishes so that µ a becomes zero. Now we comment on the thermal behavior of the filling factors. The choice of the filling factors at zero temperature is taken to satisfy the consistency condition (9) with κ = 0. The thermal average of filling factors is easily calculated by using (8) as
When we set ν + and ν − (the filling factors for η + and η − -fermions, respectively) into 1 and 0 at T = 0 respectively, the thermal average ν + ( ν − ) becomes the monotonous decreasing (increasing) function of T and ν ± → 1/2 at large T (see Figure 2 ). This merely shows that the probability that the η ± -fermion exits in a lowest Landau level is multiplied by no statistical weight at high temperature limit.
Spontaneous Magnetization, Strategy to Finite Temperature System
In this section, we will show our strategy to study the spontaneous magnetization in the finite temperature system. To this aim, we start from a short review for the zero temperature case, which have been discussed at first by Hosotani [7, 8] . Next we shall discuss the extension to the finite temperature case.
At zero temperature, Hosotani has shown in the same model that the spontaneous magnetic field can be stable and then triggers the spontaneous breakdown of the Lorentz invariance. The effective potential has been calculated in a weak field approximation and the fermion massless limit [7] . The classical part (∆E (3) in ref. [7] ) of the potential yields the contributions of the orders of |B| 3/2 (matter) and |B| 2 (photon) with positive coefficients. The minimum of the potential of the classical part is then at B = 0. The radiative correction to the potential drastically changes the situation. The deviation of the fermion-loop contribution to the effective potential between B = 0 and
, in ref. [7] ), is given by
where
), (i = 0, 1, 2) are defined from the one-loop contribution of the vacuum polarization tensor:
In the case of ∀q a = e(> 0) and
, putting the filling factors ν + = 1 and ν − = 0 on taking account of the condition (9), E rad is then calculated in the fermion one-loop level by taking a weak field approximation and the fermion massless limit:
This implies that there cannot be the minimum value of the effective potential at the point of B = 0 so that the spontaneous magnetization occurs. Then by the relation 0|[iM 0i , F 0j (x)]|0 = ǫ ij B = 0 where M µν are the generators of the Lorentz transformation, it is found that the non-vanishing magnetic field B induces the spontaneous breakdown of the Lorentz invariance. Note that the essential point for this result is the existence of the non-vanishing negative coefficient of the linear |B| term in the effective potential, which comes from the radiative correction part E rad . If we set the bare C-S parameter κ into zero, the linear term vanishes and the symmetry is restored.
From now, we discuss the extension of the effective potential to the finite temperature system. The effective potential (energy density), E(B), is then replaced by the thermodynamical potential Ω(B, T, µ) [20] . In the case of B = 0, Bralic et. al. has calculated the potential in this model in the different context [11] . In the B = 0 case, the classical part of the fermion sector is given by
where V is the two-dimensional volume and Z is defined in eq. (10) . We show an expression of Ω fermi 0
in Appendix 1. We confirm that there is no linear B term in Ω fermi 0
there [26] . The quantum fluctuation part of Ω is more important here because we are interested in the spontaneous magnetic field for which the quantum part is essential in the case of T = 0. The extension of this part to the finite temperature system is well performed by the Matsubara method [21] . The fluctuation interaction part, Ω rad , of the thermodynamical potential is then obtained from the eq. (16) just by taking the replacement [22] 
and
2) for bosonic loop integrations. As to the fermion loops included inΠ i , we employ the replacement with imposing anti-periodic boundary condition,
Thus the deviation of the quantum fluctuation part of the potential is formally expressed in the finite temperature system by
We, however, will not treat this expression directly. Since the non-zero coefficient of the linear B term is essential for the spontaneous magnetization, what we have only to know in detail for our purpose is just the coefficient
where µ 0 ≡ µ(β)| B=0 is zero in the fermion massless limit because of eq. (14) . We will concentrate our attention into C(β) ≡ C(β, 0) from now. The coefficient is decomposed into two parts as
The first term is obtained from eq. (23) as
The second term in eq. (25) is the contribution of the chemical potential µ. We however easily see that C µ (β) does not contribute. Since Ω rad is the deviation of the quantum fluctuation between at B = 0 and at B = 0, we can easily see that C µ (β) becomes zero by virtue of eq. (13) . As long as the coefficient C(β) is negative, the spontaneous magnetic field does not vanish. In order to evaluate the behavior of C(β) by using (26), we need to calculateΠ i 's. In the next section, we will show the details of the calculation ofΠ i 's. Since we are interested in the coefficient of the linear |B| term, C 0 (β), the calculation will be performed up to the order O(B 1 ) there.
Boson Self-energies at finite temperature
This section will be devoted to the calculation of the boson self-energies Π i (i = 0, 1, 2) at T = 0, which are composed of the fermion one-loop diagrams. In the T = 0 field theory, the fermion propagator S(x, y) in the classical field B is expressed by the proper-time method [7] . We just quote the expressions and some character of S(x, y) in Appendix 2. The fermion one-loop contributions to the vacuum polarization tensors are then calculated by
where propagator S a 0 (p) is defined in eq. (A.7) and Γ µν (= a Γ aµν ) are related to Π i (= a Π a i ) in eq. (17). Since we are interested in the coefficient of |B| in Ω rad , we here take the weak field approximation up to the order O(B 1 ) in the calculation with setting µ a = 0. (In Sec. 6, we will adopt a little better approximation to evaluate the spectrum of the photons.) We here show it only in the case of η + 1-fermion in q a B > 0 because other cases are connected with this case by eqs. (A.6) and (A.9). At first, we consider the contributions of fermions with ν a = 0. We drop the fermion index a for a while just for avoiding complexity. The expansion of S 0 (p) η=+1 ν=0 by 1/l 2 = |qB| becomes
We then obtain the expansion of Γ µν from eqs. (27) and (28) in the case of
.
Since we can easily check Γ µν (p)
η=+1 (1) ν=0 to be zero due to the properties of the Dirac γ-matrices, we can regard
in this approximation. Next, let us consider the case of ν = 1. The propagator in this case is given in (A.11). It is convenient to see the deviation
, where
Since f (p) includes the part e − p 2 l 2 (see Appendix 2), it cannot be taken the Taylor expansion by 1/l 2 in a usual sense. We have to keep this part in our calculation whereas we drop terms with the part l −2 ×e − p 2 l 2 . The last term of r.h.s. in eq. (31) is then dropped in this sense. Hence, in our approximation, Π i 's are calculated by the following expressions:
Before proceeding to the calculation ofΠ i , we mention the consistency of our approximation scheme. The self-energies at T = 0 (Π i 's) are calculated by using the expressions in eqs. We can see that these expressions are consistent with the calculation by Hosotani [7] . His calculation of the self-energies by virtue of the proper-time representation includes the ultra-violet divergence which has to be renormalized. On the other hand, we do not have any ultra-violet divergence in our calculation. This is because the divergence part appears only in the term higher order than O(|B|), which we are now neglecting. Now we go to the case in the finite temperature system. By applying the replacements (21) and (22) (and p 0 → ip 3 ) to Π i 's calculated in eqs. (A.12) ∼ (A.17) with eq. (A.34), we obtainΠ 0 ,Π 1 andΠ 2 in the weak field approximation, which are presented in Appendix 4. From now we take the fermion massless limit (m a → 0). We also restore the fermion index a in the expression. For the case of ν a = 0,Π i 's become theñ
where A a 0 and A a 2 are contributions of finite temperature effects from the fermion loops and take the forms as
We can see from eqs. (37) and (38) thatΠ a 0 andΠ a 2 grow like ∼ T at high temperature for fixed p 3 . This behavior has already been pointed out in ref. [12] , where the calculation has been based on the real-time formalism. As to the case ν = 1, we obtaiñ
Note that onlyΠ a 1,ν=1 depends on the magnetic field in this approximation. We can neglect the term of the order O(e − p 2 /(qa|B|) ) in eq. (40) for the evaluation of C(β) because this term is sufficiently smaller than the linear term for small |B|.
Therefore, we have calculated all the self-energiesΠ i up to the order O(B 1 ) in the fermion massless limit. In the next section, we will investigate the character of the effective potential Ω rad by analyzing the coefficient of the linear term C(β) by using the results in (34) ∼ (41).
Thermodynamical Potential
We here examine the effective potential in the finite temperature system. The purpose is, as we mentioned before, to decide whether the spontaneous magnetic field, that takes non-zero value at T = 0, vanishes at high temperature or not. We shall analyze the coefficient of the linear |B| term C 0 (β) in the potential Ω(B, β, µ a ) by usingΠ i 's calculated in the massless limit in the last section. In the evaluation, we set q a = e > 0, and assume N (26) is expressed as
where α ≡ 2πT /κ and x ≡ | p|/κ. The function F m (x , α) in r.h.s. of eq. (42) is defined as
Before the numerical analyses, let us see the asymptotic behavior of C 0 (β) described in (42). At first, we consider the low temperature limit. SinceÃ 0 andÃ 2 have the factor 1/(e βk + 1) (see eqs. (37) and (38)), these terms are rapidly dumped. Then F m (x , α) is replaced by x 4 × f (x , αm), where
The coefficient is then calculated by making use of the Euler-Mclaurin's mathematical formula (see Appendix 6.) as below, It can be seen that the coefficient is negative and does not vanish even at high temperature. Rather, the absolute value becomes larger as ∼ log T . The point A which is the low temperature limit takes the value κe/π 2 tan −1 (4/π). The dotted line is the contribution of the zero-mode. The dashed line is the summation of the other modes.
Thus we indeed reproduce the result in [7] . Secondly, at high temperature region, the contribution of the zero mode (m = 0) becomes dominant because that of the non-zero modes (m = 0) is relatively suppressed by 1/T as
The contribution of the zero mode does not vanish in the limit and behaves
Eqs. (48) and (49) show that C 0 (β) does not vanish at any finite temperature. The numerical analyses show that the coefficient C 0 (β) is always negative at any temperature ( Figure 3) . The non-vanishing C 0 (β) means that the thermodynamical potential Ω does not have its minimum value at B = 0 at any temperature.
6 Photon Spectrum at Finite T and µ
At T = 0 and µ = 0 case the spontaneous magnetic field implies the dynamical Lorentz symmetry breaking. The massless pole then appears in the spectrum of the physical photons by virtue of the Nambu-Goldstone theorem. Namely, there is no spontaneous magnetization at tree level and photons then have a topological mass |κ| whereas the magnetization occurs at one loop level and photons then become massless. The massless-ness comes from the exact cancellation of the bare topological mass κ by Π 1 (0) [7, 8, 15] . It has been well known that the cancellation is exact for all orders of the perturbation [14] .
In the finite temperature system, the Lorentz symmetry is explicitly broken by the temperature effects. On the other hand, we have just shown by the thermodynamical potential approach that the spontaneous magnetic field does not vanish at any finite temperature. It is of very interest to examine the photon spectrum in the finite temperature system. The photons then becomes massive by temperature effects even if the topological mass is cancelled out at loop levels. From the Lagrangian (1) the photon spectrum in the finite temperature system is determined by [12, 18] 
whereΠ L andΠ T becomes the thermal masses for the longitudinal and transverse modes respectively when the topological massΠ topo is zero. In our
where we wrote p 3 = −ip 0 . By using eqs. (34), (36), (39) and (41), the expressions ofΠ L andΠ T at high temperature are obtained in the chirally symmetric case asΠ
where ω 2 p ≡ (e 2 ln 2/4π)T is the plasma frequency. These are consistent with the results by Klein-Kreisler et. al. [12] .
At first, let us consider the case ofΠ topo (0) = 0. In terms of the field strength,Π L andΠ T are the thermal masses of electric fields and magnetic fields respectively. In the static limit (p 3 = 0, p → 0) [17] , we easily obtaiñ Π L = 4Nω p andΠ T = 0. The electric fields are then massive and become short-range force and thus screened, whereas the magnetic fields are massless and remains long-range forces. In dynamic cases such as plasma oscillation, both fields are massive with the same mass ∼ ω p . Secondly, in the case ofΠ topo (0) ≡κ = 0, the electric and magnetic fields become both massive. They have the same static masses ∼ 4Nω 2 p +κ 2 . Also, the dynamic masses of the photons become approximately ∼ 2Nω 2 p + κ 2 . Therefore ifκ is zero at any temperature, we can obtain a certain relationship at finite temperature between the magnetization and the statement that the magnetic fields remain long-range forces.
In the following we shall show that in our model, the topological massκ vanishes at any temperature:
We stress that this is not contradictory with the results by Lykken et. al. [24] . In our model, we at first put the fermion distribution at zero temperature. The chemical potential is then not a free parameter but a function of B and T , which is determined by the consistency condition at finite temperature. Now we calculateΠ 1 (0) in the weak field approximation. we here leave the fermion massive (but not so heavy). For the ν = 0 fermions, the contribution is easily calculated from (A.25) by putting p 3 , p = 0 and using the formula (A.34) as
We can easily see that, when m a = 0,Π aν=0 1 (0) becomes zero at any temperature and density as in eq. (35). In the low temperature limit, eq. (57) reproduces the result in [5, 7] . At high temperature limit, it becomes zero. Next, we consider the case of ν = 1 fermions. We cannot use eq. (40) to take the limit of p 3 , p = 0 because the approximation for eq. (40) is of the order O(|B|) which is not appropriate here. So we go back to the expression in eq. (A.16). Here we considerΠ aν=1 1 (0) as the form getting from applying the replacement (19) , (21) and (22) to eq. (A.16). By using the formula (A.34), we can decompose δΠ
where δΠ a 1 is the deviation between ν = 0 and ν = 1 of the induced C-S term at T = 0, which has been calculated by using the proper time representation as [7] ,
In eq. (59), when we neglect the contribution of higher orders of |B| than the first order, the result in eq. (A.22) is of course reproduced. This becomes η a q 2 a /(2π) for p µ = 0. The second term in r.h.s. in eq. (58) is defined in eq (A.30). We obtain the expression as (see Appendix 5.)
It is easily seen from eq. (60) that the additional termΠ aν=1 1 (0) Thermo becomes zero at any temperature.
Thus, from eqs. (57), (58) and (59) with the condition (9), we find that eq. (56) holds when the fermion massless limit is taken or when the chirally symmetric case (N + f = N − f = N) with massive (light) fermions is considered. In those cases, the following statement is allowed. According to the spontaneous magnetization, the magnetic part of the field strength has no any static mass and become long-range forces. If there is no spontaneous magnetization, the magnetic field becomes short range force due to the nonvanishing topological mass (κ = κ = 0).
Discussion
In Sec. 6 we have shown that the spontaneous magnetization induces the fact that the static masses of magnetic fields vanish and the magnetic force becomes a long-range one. In spite of the direct breakdown of the Lorentz invariance by temperature effects, this relation between the magnetization and massless-ness of the magnetic fields is quite interesting, though the connection with the Nambu-Goldstone theorem has not been clarified yet. In addition, eq. (56) is indeed consistent with the result from the thermodynamical potential approach. Now let us consider the reason why the spontaneous magnetization occurs even at high temperature. This result might look somewhat strange when we remember various symmetries which are spontaneously broken at low temperature and restored at high temperature; chiral symmetry, gauge symmetry for weak interaction, some physics of magnetization like in ferromagnetic materials [23] and so on. At T = 0 case, the viewpoint from observing the shift in zero-point energies of photons could explain the appearance of the negative coefficient of the linear |B| term to some extent [8] . Similar approximate estimation at finite temperature can be also useful. In the finite temperature system, the free energies of photons should be considered as well as the zero-point energies. If there is no magnetic fields, the photons have the dynamic mass ∼ 2Nω 2 p + κ 2 [17] . On the other hand, if the spontaneous magnetization occurs, the mass is shifted to ∼ 2Nω 2 p . The difference of the free energies of the photons between these cases is expressed
where ∆E z.p. is deference of the photon zero-point energies and
The rough estimation for ∆F boson shows that there is the linear |B| term with negative coefficients for small |B| region, whereas the linear term in ∆E z.p. vanishes at high temperature limit. On the other hand, it can be seen that the positive contribution of B fields to Ω fermi 0 amounts to the order O(|B| 2 ) in the fermion massless limit. (When fermions are massive, there is the linear term with positive coefficient at T = 0. [10, 25] ) These estimations are summarized in Appendix 1. Therefore we can realize to some extent that the spontaneous magnetization occurs even at finite temperature at least at small B cases.
We have seen that the coefficient C(β) becomes larger in the high temperature region (see fig. 3 ). We stress that this does not always mean that the spontaneous magnetic field, which is determined by observing the minimum of the potential, is an increasing function of T . Rather, it may be a decreasing function if the contribution of the higher orders of B to Ω rad becomes dominant and it holds the value of the potential upper as temperature grows in the large B region. Then expectation value B would become smaller, even though C(β) become larger as T grows. In this case, B goes to vanish effectively at high temperature limit. Such situation is very similar to the restoration of the parity violation analyzed by Klein-Kreisler et.al. [12] . We, however, do not discuss any more the contribution of higher order of B to the thermodynamical potential Ω(B, T ) because our calculation here is basically due to the weak field approximation.
When we consider this model in a realistic system such as a planar system in 3+1 dimensional world, the spontaneous magnetic field keeps to take nonzero values up to a certain critical temperature where a kind of the hopping to 3+1 dimension would occur and the system would be no longer regarded as a planar system. These characteristics may be interesting in the connection to the physics such as the high T C superconductivity [3] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the spontaneous magnetization in QED 3 with a bare C-S term in the finite temperature system. At first, we have analyzed the thermodynamical potential Ω as a function of temperature, chemical potential and magnetic field in the fermion one-loop level and the massless limit. Through these analyses, the consistency condition at finite temperature have been assumed, which gives the relation between µ, |B| and β. We have found that the negative coefficient of the linear B term is induced in Ω by radiative correction. It means that the spontaneous magnetization can occur even at high temperature as well as at zero temperature. Secondly the spectrum of the physical photons has been investigated. At T = 0, the photons become massless by radiative effects so that they are regarded as the Nambu-Goldstone bosons for the spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking due to B = 0. We found that in our model, the topological mass vanish in the loop level even at finite temperature if the classical magnetic field exists. Since the magnetic force is a long-range one even at finite temperature unless there is a non-vanishing topological massΠ topo , we find that the following statement is allowed. According to the spontaneous magnetization, the magnetic part of the field strength has no any static mass and become long-range forces. This statement is consistent with the results by the thermodynamical potential approach above. Therefore we conclude that the spontaneous magnetic field, which is generated at T = 0, does not vanish even at finite temperature. This result is valid for the case of the fermion massless limit.
As to the case with massive fermions, we have found thatΠ topo vanishes in the chirally symmetric case (N + = N − = N) putting q a = e > 0 and m a = m = 0. However even in this case it remains unknown whether the spontaneous magnetization occurs at finite temperature in the model with massive fermions. We have not studied the details of the massive fermion cases by thermodynamical potential approach yet. This is a future problem. These cases would be more important in connection with the fractional quantum Hall effects and high T C -superconductivity. The fermion sector of the thermodynamical potential (eq. (18)) is expressed in the classical level as where we assumed the fermion massless limit (m a = 0). In the low temperature limit (β → ∞), the second term of r.h.s. vanish and the result in ref. [7] is reproduced. In the case of β Thus we can see in this rough estimation that the linear |B| term with a negative coefficient appears.
APPENDIX 2:
The fermion propagator in the magnetic field, S(x, y) = −i 0|Tψ(x)ψ(y)|0 , satisfies the relation S(x, y) qB<0 = U C S(y, x) The expression by the proper-time method is convenient in the calculation [7] . For the η a = 1-fermions, the expression for ν = 0 is S 0 (p) 
